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2HEP Data Analysis, Higgs & Monte Carlo
Introduction

● What you should know:
– Standar Model particles
– Radiation-matter interaction
– Quantum mechanics:

● Energy quantisation
● Indetermination and casuality

– Special relativity / relativistic kinematics
● What will you learn:

– What the Higgs is and what it is not
– How ATLAS data analysis work



3The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
The Standard Model



4The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
Quantum Field Theory

● For each type of particle in the Standard Model, 
there’s an associated filed φ(x) = φ(x,y,z,t)

● Quantum fields are operators: they don’t commute!
● φ can have several components:

– scalars have one (complex) component
– ...



5The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
Quantum Field Theory - II

● Excitations of φ correspond to the creation of particles / anti-particles

Empty field Field with one particle



6The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
Quantum Field Theory - III

● Some fields are connected to each other:
– They interact, i.e. energy exchange between them is allowed

● Example: decay K → π π



7The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
Lagrangian and Symmetries

● Simple example:
– Lagrangian (density) for a fermion field with QED interaction

● Another, more elegant way to add the interaction with field A(x):
– Impose local symmetry of the Lagrangian (gauge symmetry)
                                          φ → φ'   ⇒   L → L' = L

● Let’s take L0: 
and impose it’s symmetry under local phase rotations: 

● To do it we need: 
and interaction term comes from it!

● Adding kinetic term for the A field:

(with θ = θ(x))
(with A transforming 

as A → A - ∂θ)



8The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
Quantum Electron-Dynamics

● The introduced field A(x) is the photon field (massless boson)
● Why massless?

– A mass term would break the gauge symmetry!

Fermion-photon coupling

e-e-y vertex

( A → A - ∂θ )



9The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
Other interactions and masses

● The QED example extends to other interactions:
– Weak → W+, W- and Z bosons (mixed with QED into EW interaction)
– Strong → 8 gluons (one for each combination of 2 of the 3 colours)

● As for the field A(x), mass terms are fobidden for all the gauge bosons
● To satisfy EW gauge symmetry, mass terms are forbidden for fermions

● But experimentally:
– Quarks and charged leptons have mass
– The W and Z bosons have (large!) masses...

● We say the the EW-symmetry is broken by the mass terms in L



10The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
Electro-weak symmetry

● A simple way to understand how the EW gauge symmetry can forbid 
fermion mass terms:
– The EW interaction is linked to the helicity (the spin projection on the 

motion axis)

– The distiction between left-handed (L) and right-handed R) particles is 
boost-invariant only if m=0,
i.e. helicity is a Lorentz invariant only for mass-less particles:
● For massive particles we can consider a reference frame moving 

faster than the particle, where the helicity is different!



11The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
The Higgs mechanism

● Englert-Brout-Higgs-Guralnik-Hagen-Kibble 
mechanism proposed in the ‘60s 
to explain the 
EW symmetry breaking:
– Through the introduction of 

a new scalar field 
(the Higgs field)

– Particles get mass 
by interacting with this field

– EW symmetry is broken 
in a dynamic way 
(sponaneous symmetry breaking)



12The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
The Higgs mechanism - II

● Ground state (state with minimal energy) 
corresponds to a non-zero value, v

● The new field can be re-written as:

Higgs potential

Vacuum expectation value

0

} v

“empty” Higgs field



13The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
The generation of the masses

● In this way:

… and one can have W and Z bosons getting masses (not g and γ)

● Moreover, adding “by hand” a new ineraction term, the so-called 
Yukawa interation (which is gauge-invariant):

… also the fermion mass terms are obtained



14The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
The SM Lagrangian

● SM Lagrangian, invariant form:

● After the EW-symmetry breaking:



15The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
The Higgs Boson

● Notice that until now we didn’t talk about the Higgs “boson” or “particle”
– Particles don’t get mass thanks to the Higgs boson!!!
– Particles get mass through the interaction with the Higgs field

● And actually through the interaction with the part of the field which is 
NOT associated with the Higgs boson, the v.e.v.

● The Higgs boson is a side-effect of the Higgs mechanism
– But allows to prove the validity of the theory experimentally:

● A new neutral scalar boson is predicted, 
with unknown mass 
but known couplings with massive paricles
(coupling with H and v is the same, 
and coupling with v is know thanks to the particle mass)



16The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
The Higgs Boson before LHC

● What did we know about it before LHC?
– Coupling strenght with other particles proportional to mass:

● H prefers to decay into heavy particles
● H can be produced preferentially from interaction between heavy 

particles
– Its mass should be:

● Higher than ~115 GeV 
from searches at previous colliders (LEP)

● Not too high, 
in agreement with its indirect 
determination from 
a fit to other SM observables



17The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
Higgs Boson Production

gg-fusion

VBF

VH

ttH



18The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
The Large Hadron Collider



19The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
Seeing the Higgs boson

● How can we see the Higgs boson?
– Like other unstable heavy particles (W, Z, t), decays in ~10-25 s
– Thanks to the conservation of quantum numbers and energy-

momentum in the dacay:
● we can reconstruct it by measuring “stable” particles 

produced in the decay 

Invariant Mass



20The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
Stable and Unstable Particles

● Which particles are “stable”?



21The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
Higgs Boson Decay



22The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
The LHC Detectors

ATLAS

CMS
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24The Higgs Field and the Higgs Boson
A Higgs Boson in the Detector



25The HEP Data Analysis

● What does it mean “analyse ATLAS data”?

Higgs
Boson?

Dark
Matter?

...

?



26The HEP Data Analysis
The steps 

1) Define what we want to measure
2) Choose a “final state” or “channel”
3) Identification of background processes
4) Define an “event selection” (and an “object selection”)
5) Look at the “observable”: 

number of events, invariant mass, asymmetry...
→ usually build histogram(s)

6) Extract the measurement & it's uncertainty
– From the comparison of data histograms with a model
(built from theory, assumptions, simulation...)
– Statistical interpretation



27The HEP Data Analysis
Coordinates and Quantities

● Transverse
momentum:

pT = √px²+py²
● Pseudorapidity:

η = -ln(tan(θ/2))
● Energies and momenta 

in GeV
● Missing energy from (opposite of) 4-vectorial sum 

of all reconstructed jets, electrons, muons, photons...



28The HEP Data Analysis
Data and Simulation

● “In parallel”, the analyser should:
– Get and read the Data from the detector
– Compare with Simulated Data

● Detector system
● Trigger
● Data-acquisition
● Data distribution
● Reconstruction
● Calibration

● Monte Carlo (MC)
generator development

● Simulated event 
production



29The HEP Data Analysis
Simple Example

1) What?
→ Measure the production cross-section 
of the Z boson in pp collisions at 7 TeV

2) Final state?
→ Use the final state with two opposite sign 
electrons / muons (from Z decay)

3) Background?
→ Events from tt → Wb Wb → lvb lvb, events with “fake” lepton(s)...

4) Selection?
→ 2 electrons or muons with pT > 25 GeV, |η|<2.5, 
isolated (energy around lepton below a given threshold)

5) Observable?
→ Build a histogram with the dilepton invariant mass



30The HEP Data Analysis
Simple Example - II

Extract measurement!
– Compare two histograms:

● One filled with all the data 
events passing the selection

● One with MC events from 
signal and background, 
scaled accoring to predicted 
cross-section and amount of data 
(integrated luminosity)

– Scale signal component in MC histogram 
by a factor µ which maximises the agreement with data
● Fit procedure:

Ni = µ*Si+Bi

Χ2 = Σi(DiNi)2/σ2
Di = Σi(Diµ*SiBi)2/Di

● Value of µ minimizing this Χ2 is used to extract our measurement:
σZ

measured = µ*σZ
prediction

6)



31Finding the Higgs Boson
The 4-lepton channel

● Small Branching Ratio (BR)
● Very clean signal:

– Few other processes with 
4 electrons / muons

● Excellent mass resolution

● Detail:
– Two leptons from on-shell Z, 

two from off-shell Z
● Key aspect:

– Optimisation of selection efficiency of leptons 
to maximise the acceptance



32Finding the Higgs Boson
The di-photon channel

● Small BR
● Excellent mass resolution
● More background events, 

but more regualr shape

● Detail:
– Signal and background 

extracted symultaneously through 
a fit with analystic functions

● Key aspect:
– Optimisation of energy resolution for photons



33Finding the Higgs Boson
The other channels

● Other channels:

● And many more:

t H,tt
H→bbt

WW

H→ττ

W/Z+H, H→bbt
VBF, H→X ...

t H, H→leptt



34Finding the Higgs Boson
Exclusion Limits

● A value of mH is excluded is incompatible with data 
at 95% confidence level (2 σ)

Not excluded

Excluded



35Finding the Higgs Boson
Exclusion Limits - II

● Different channels contribute in different mass regions:



36Finding the Higgs Boson
p-Value and Significance

● p-value: probability of having obtained a fake signal
– i.e. probability that the seen signal was just a background fluctuation

(from statistical and/or systematic uncertainty)

Discovery!



37Finding the Higgs Boson
Signal Strenght

● How much the measured cross-section is in agreement 
with the theory calculations?

μ=σ/σ
SM

Modello Standard Prediction



38Finding the Higgs Boson
Discovery!

CERN, 4th July 2012



39Finding the Higgs Boson
The situation at the end of LHC Run 1

● All the production and decay channels 
are measured, with increasing precision



40End of Lecture 1

Higgs Boson Discovery:
First success of the LHC,

Last success of the Standard Model

● As of today, all the measurements of the Higgs boson production, decay 
and properties are in agreement with the SM predictions

● The precision is increasing further in the LHC Run 2:
– Deviations from SM predictions might open the way to New Physics, 

beyond he Standard Model



41Preparing for Exercise

● Twiki page:
– https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/UnitsHiggsTutorial2016



42Appendix: Monte Carlo Generators

● Monte Carlo simulation used to predict 
what we expect to see under certain conditions:

● To perform studies before having the data
● To compute event selection efficiency / acceptance
● To predict the amount of background events
● To distinguish different signals



43Appendix: Monte Carlo Generators
Event Simulation

“Detector Simulation”

➔ Simulation of the particle-detector material 
interaction

➔ Full simulation very computationally expensive

➔ Often “fast simulation“ used

“Parton Shower & Hadronisation”

➔ Evolution of the final (and initial!) 
states

➔ Simulation non-perturbative QCD: 
gluon emission and gluon splitting

➔ From partons to parton-jets and 
hadrons

➔ Unstable particle decays

“Matrix Element”

➔ Generation of the central 
process

➔ At “parton level”

➔ Usually no decays

➔ No hadrons

➔ No time-evolution



44Appendix: Monte Carlo Generators
Event Simulation - II

Matrix Element

Parton Shower & Hadronisation

Detector Simulation



45Appendix: Monte Carlo Generators
Event Simulation - III

“Detector Simulation”

➔ Delphes

➔ Fast simulation of the detector response through 
parametric simulation (not full simulation)

“Parton Shower & Hadronisation”

➔ Pythia

➔ Most standard complete MC 
generator (ME+PS+Had)

➔ Automaticall interfaced with 
MadGraph

“Matrix Element”

➔ MadGraph

➔ Multi-leg LO processes 
(i.e. 2→N processes)

➔ Any process, at any order 
in QCD and EW

➔ QCD-NLO functionality 
added with aMCatNLO

➔ Any new model: useful for 
new physics studies!



46Appendix: Monte Carlo Generators
Inputs and Outputs

● When running MG5, different cards (text files containing options) can 
be modified

● The most important ones:
– run_card.dat
– param_card.dat
– delphes_card.dat

TTree
Electron[x]   Muon[x]    Jet[x]   …
Electron[x]   Muon[x]    Jet[x]   …
Electron[x]   Muon[x]    Jet[x]   …

...

Jet[0]

PT
Eta
Phi

Mass
Btag
...

Output (from Delphes):
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